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These few days in the USA Dr . Prof. Branislav Sinadinov and his wife Gordana .
Promote the two books written by couple

chicago, 06.04.2015, 02:59 Time

USPA NEWS - These few days in the USA Dr . Prof. Branislav Sinadinov and his wife Gordana Sinadinovski are making a working
visit. Initially they were expected in chicago , by a group of Albanian community center in chicago . The purpose of this visit is to
promote the two books written by couple Sinadinovski

These few days in the USA Dr . Prof. Branislav Sinadinov and his wife Gordana Sinadinovski are making a working visit. Initially they
were expected in chicago , by a group of Albanian community center in chicago . The purpose of this visit is to promote the two books
written by couple Sinadinovski . It is about the book ' Rilindasit Shqiptar " and " shqiptaret orthodox ne macedonia " . With more than
these titles that are expected to fall in the hands of readers , the fact remains positioning dr . prof . Sinadinovskit . He with long
experienced in the diplomatic corps of the Macedonian state , and author of 39 books , which summarized monographs , studies and
interesting facts of ethnography and history .

recently out of the political scene , which has sparked a wider debate in Macedonia in connection to his last book. you expect light of
promotion he notes that about 75 thousand Albanian Orthodox living in Macedonia and are scared to declare themselves even though
they somewhat speak albanian , and know too well , their religion and ethnicity. This has to do with their positions in state
organizations and links -laws and coexistence during these last 60 years . Macedonians being stored for fear of movement by the
Albanian 

balance as a percentage of the construction of the Macedonian state and the pressure from the Orthodox church makes that any move
to introduce current leader Dr . Prof. Sidanovskit to be viewed with great attention from both sides of the communities in Macedonia .
Initially this signal has switched missionary diaspora residing in chicago Branko Majnalovski . He was declared the Albanian Orthodox
, reigniting a move that ultimately to be the creation of the Albanian Orthodox Church in Macedonia and keeping the masses in
Albanian

Macedonian and in existing churches . Another book " rilindjes shqiptare" brings to the reader new facts at a different angle , for many
Albanian national renaissance figures , throughout the ages in all territories where they have acted and lived . Two books have been
published in three languages “‹“‹, English , Albanian and Macedonian , have already began to be sold in the market . After promotion in
chicago , expected meetings with Albanian communities in New York , Boston and New jersy .
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